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Abstract
Humanoid animation is a complex task which usually requires
particular skills and training. To simplify this process we propose
a visual tool, called H-Animator, which aims to help animators
(especially the novice ones) in modeling X3D animations for
H-Anim humanoids. Besides easiness of use, achieved through
intuitive metaphors and interaction styles, we aim at providing an
architecture to facilitate the reuse and sharing of X3D content,
allowing animators to build a wide archive of material to be reused.
CR Categories: I.3.7 [Computer Graphics]: Three-Dimensional
Graphics and Realism—Animation I.3.6 [Computer Graphics]:
Methodology and Techniques—Interaction techniques H.5.1
[Information Interfaces and Presentation]: Multimedia Information
Systems—Artificial, augmented, and virtual realities
Keywords: Visual modeling, H-Anim, X3D, animation database,
reuse, sharing.
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Introduction

Modeling humanoid animations is often a time-consuming and
difficult task even for skilled animators. To speed-up and make
this process easier, several researchers [Arafa and Mamdani 2003;
Carretero et al. 2005; Davis et al. 2003; Huang et al. 2003a;
Huang et al. 2003b; Kshirsagar et al. 2002; Perlin and Goldberg
1996; Yi et al. 2005] and companies [Alias-Wavefront 2005;
Discreet, Autodesk, Inc. 2005; Virtlock Technologies, Inc. 2005]
proposed solutions such as scripting animation languages and
visual modeling tools for a wide variety of 3D formats (e.g.,
VRML, MEL, OBJ, 3DS). These visual tools tend to focus on
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a particular step of the animation process (e.g. humanoid mesh
modeling, low-level or high-level animation modeling) or are
designed for a specific context (e.g. dialogue animation, sign
language animation) or for particular target users (e.g. novice,
expert, 2D artist, 3D artist).
The H-Anim standard [Humanoid Animation Working Group
2004], now included in X3D, describes humanoids as an
hierarchically organized set of nodes. In particular Joint nodes
represent human articulations and Segment nodes represent the
geometry and appearance of humanoid portions. Since an H-Anim
animation consists of a set of rotations which are applied to Joint
nodes, all the animations modeled for a specific humanoid can
be reused with any other humanoid having similar anthropometric
measures. The standard suggests default names and positions for
the joints, but, since the actual positions in real humans vary
due to e.g. sex and age, joint positions should be customized
and the animations retargeted, if the animator needs to work with
anthropometrically different humanoids.
Although one of the aims of the standard is to obtain exchangeable
humanoids, there are actually few tools which let users easily reuse
the animations they previously built [Huang et al. 2003a; Yi et al.
2005]. Moreover, reuse is usually limited to 3D content built inside
a single team of animators, since there are no architectures which
allow a widespread organized sharing of X3D H-Anim humanoids
and animations.
Therefore, our research focuses on two main goals: (i) simplifying
the modeling process, by creating a fast and easy-to-use visual
tool which helps the user in each of the modeling phases, and (ii)
promoting the sharing of animations, thanks to a public database
integrated with the tool. To allow the modeling, reuse and sharing
of X3D H-Anim humanoid animations, we propose in this paper
H-Animator.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 surveys related work.
Section 3 describes the H-Animator tool, focusing on the most
interesting problems we encountered and the solutions we propose
to solve them. In Section 4, we show an application of the tool
to sign languages for the deaf. Section 5 concludes the paper and
outlines future research directions.
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Related work

Since humanoid animation is needed in a variety of application
contexts, such as ergonomics, entertainment, simulation and sign

language visualization, several proposals [Arafa and Mamdani
2003; Kshirsagar et al. 2002; Huang et al. 2003b; Perlin and
Goldberg 1996; Carretero et al. 2005; Davis et al. 2003; Huang
et al. 2003a; Yi et al. 2005] to simplify animation modeling
have been made in the last years. The proposed solutions fall
in two main classes: scripting animation languages and visual
modeling tools. Other solutions, such as motion texture [Li et al.
2002], motion synthesis from annotations [Arikan et al. 2003] and
motion graphs [Kovar et al. 2002], have been investigated in the
literature. Anyway, these solutions were designed to work with
motion capture data and the acquisition of high quality motion
sequences requires expensive hardware, that is usually not an option
for novice animators, i.e. the intended users of the tool we propose.

2.1

Scripting animation languages

A scripting animation language is a language to describe
animations, specifying what and how a humanoid has to do. Most
of these languages (e.g., VHML [Gustavsson et al. 2001], CML
[Arafa and Mamdani 2003], AML [Kshirsagar et al. 2002]) focus
on high level details such as humanoid behavior (i.e. the user
can choose if the humanoid should be happy, angry, anxious, etc.,
affecting the way in which actions and gestures are performed)
or synchronization between different actions (e.g. walk while
observing the world around, jump after running) and between
gestures and speech. Only a few scripting languages (e.g. STEP
[Huang et al. 2003b], Improv [Perlin and Goldberg 1996]) consider
also the low-level modeling of actions and gestures, instead of
using a limited set of predefined ones. Interesting case studies
(e.g. Greek Sign Language [Karpouzis et al. 2006], Tai Chi
animation [Huang et al. 2003b]) prove that expert animators can
achieve significant results using scripting languages. Anyway, like
all programming languages, scripting animation languages need a
considerable learning time before being used effectively, so novice
animators may prefer more intuitive solutions.

2.2

Visual modeling tools

To exploit the intuitiveness of visual interaction, several interesting
visual modeling tools [Davis et al. 2003; Carretero et al. 2005;
Huang et al. 2003a; Yi et al. 2005] have been proposed in the
literature. They differ for the phases of the modeling process they
focus on, for the techniques used, for the intended users they are
thought for. For example, Davis et al. [2003] proposed a tool that is
specifically aimed at users who are skilled in 2D animation. Since
an animation can be subdivided in a sequence of postures (i.e. a set
of rotation values for the joints of the humanoid skeleton), the tool
exploits users’ abilities allowing them to draw 2D sketches of the
postures the humanoid must take. For each 2D sketch, the system
computes all the possible 3D postures which can be mapped into
it and then, considering the entire sequence of sketches, the tool
proposes a 3D animation. If the proposed animation is not the
desired one, users can edit it, by changing the selected 3D posture
for one or more sketches, choosing another mappable 3D posture in
the computed set.
While Davis et al.
targeted a specific kind of users, the
solution proposed in [Carretero et al. 2005] is thought for a
particular application context: the high-level tool they describe
is specifically designed for dialogs and other animations where
speech is predominant. Since it considers high-level details, such
as synchronization between speech and gestures and behavioral
animation, the authors structured the tool as a front-end for
the VHML language [Gustavsson et al. 2001], combining the
synchronization features of the scripting language with the usability

of a visual tool. The tool lets the user choose one or more
humanoids and then type the text they have to read. The user can
also select the behavior of the humanoid by changing the color of
the text and insert animations by dragging special icons between
words. The tool is an interesting solution for dialog animation, but
cannot be efficiently used for other kinds of animations, because
the predefined animations and the interaction style are very context
specific.
A general visual modeling tool, which also introduces the idea
of animation “reuse”, is proposed in [Huang et al. 2003a]. The
proposed system is based on an animation database from which
animations and 3D models can be retrieved. All the animations
can be visually and interactively adjusted: for example the user can
change a female walking animation to a male one, or change the
destination the humanoid has to reach.
A database approach is supported also by [Yi et al. 2005]: this
recent paper proposes a visual tool to create animations of sign
language gestures (e.g. hand, arm, head movements) and signs (i.e.
set of gestures corresponding to a word of the language). Since the
same gesture can be reused in several signs and new signs can be
obtained by composing existing ones, the authors use a database to
store and reuse all the material built with the tool. Their final goal
is to allow deaf people to “write” in their own language, composing
sentences with the sign animations in the database.
Considering commercial solutions, Maya [Alias-Wavefront 2005]
and 3DSMax [Discreet, Autodesk, Inc. 2005] are two widely used
visual modeling tools. Both of them use proprietary file formats,
but some exporters and plug-ins to simplify H-Anim modeling and
animation have been proposed. In particular, [Amara et al. 2003]
describes a Maya plug-in that allows the user to export H-Anim
characters and body animations. To obtain anatomically realistic
surfaces during animations, the plug-in generates a body animation
table, that contains information to deform humanoid meshes during
rotations. A wide set of plug-ins for 3DSMax is described in
[Magnenat-Thalmann et al. 2004]. These plug-ins convert 3DSMax
skinning, skeleton and motion data into H-Anim humanoids and
animations. Another commercial tool which allows the users to
create H-Anim humanoids and animations is VizX3D [Virtlock
Technologies, Inc. 2005].

3

The H-Animator tool

Since we aim at simplifying the modeling of animations and
promote the sharing of X3D content, we designed and implemented
H-Animator, a visual tool for modeling, reuse and sharing of X3D
humanoid animations. In H-Animator, animations are subdivided
in two classes:
• simple animations are animations that can be defined by a few
keyframes, such as a single action (e.g. pointing, jumping,
kicking) or a simple gesture (e.g. moving the hands to
emphasize speech or to communicate in a sign language);
• complex animations are sequences of simple animations.
Composing complex animations is easier and quicker if the
animator can reuse previously stored simple animations [Huang
et al. 2003a; Yi et al. 2005]. Extending this idea, we propose a
model and share functionality: users can store the humanoids and
simple animations they modeled on a database and immediately
share them with a community of other animators, who can easily
reuse the 3D material in their animations.
To guide the user in the modeling, sharing and reusing phases, we
provided the H-Animator tool with three main functions:
• Jointplacer helps the user in producing an H-Anim humanoid,

using X3D meshes created with other 3D modeling tools; in
particular, it allows to easily place the humanoid joints;
• Keyframer guides the user in the creation of simple
animations, such as a single gesture or a particular action;
• Composer allows one to build complex animations using the
simple ones created by the user or shared by other animators.
H-Animator can be used locally by single users or teams, but to
achieve enhanced sharing functionalities can be connected to an
animator community server, as shown in Figure 1. On the server,
the most important component is the database which contains
humanoids and simple animations; X3D files of humanoid meshes
are saved in the network filesystem. Before uploading 3D material
on the server, the user can choose the rights she grants on it, e.g.,
she can ask to be cited when her material is reused and she can
allow or deny the alteration of the material.

steps. The first task can be efficiently carried out using a generic
3D modeling application, provided that it exports to X3D. For
example, the meshes of the humanoid in the screenshots of this
paper, were modeled with open-source software, i.e. Blender
[Blender Foundation 2005] and the Makehuman plug-in [MHTeam
2005] for modeling humanoids from sizing parameters, a technique
proposed in the literature by [Seo and Magnenat-Thalmann 2003].
Jointplacer allows one to load exported X3D meshes and focuses on
joint placement. This is a crucial step: since joints are the centers
of rotations, a wrong placement leads to unrealistic animations
that can even cause segments to separate from the body. Figure
2 provides an example: starting from the same resting position, the
right shoulder of the 3D humanoid is unrealisticly animated if the
joint is unproperly placed, while it is animated as expected when
the joint is in the correct position.

Figure 2: Two animations of the same humanoid with different
shoulder center positions.

Figure 1: The H-Animator functionalities.
The first three following subsections describe each of the main
functions mentioned above; the fourth briefly discusses license
aspects for 3D content sharing, focusing on how our tool deals
with content license management. The last subsection describes
implementation issues.

3.1

Visually placing humanoid joints

The creation of a H-Anim humanoid can be divided in several steps:
the meshes have to be manually modeled or acquired through 3D
scanners and a level of detail (LOA) for the humanoid has to be
chosen. If a segmented humanoid is needed, the meshes have to be
subdivided and associated to the segments required for the chosen
LOA. The last step before writing the X3D file is choosing the
center position of each skeleton joint.
Mesh modeling and joint placement are two important and difficult

Jointplacer follows a wizard interaction style, guiding the user
in the creation of the H-Anim humanoid, starting from existing
X3D meshes. After choosing the desired level of articulation and
associating the meshes with the corresponding H-Anim segments,
an interface for the joint placement is loaded. This interface
consists of two windows (Figure 3): the left one contains a table
listing all joints with the default H-Anim names and positions; the
right window embeds an X3D player, where the humanoid with the
desired segments and default joints is shown.
When the user selects a joint in the table, a red sphere is placed in
the embedded X3D player at the position that corresponds to the
current value for the selected joint. The user can simply drag the
sphere to place it in the desired position.
Unlike commercial applications, such as VizX3D [Virtlock
Technologies, Inc. 2005], we decided to show only the sphere
corresponding to the selected joint and we allow the user to change
the size of the sphere itself. This prevents problems such as the
impossibility to visually place the joint, due to the size of the
markers, which cover entire segments of the humanoid.
Even with an easy-to-use interface, the placement of joints is not
an intuitive task: dragging the markers is easier than specifying the
joint center coordinates (at least for novice animators), but finding

feet) for each key-posture and automatically deriving rotation
values;
• motion capture techniques acquire the data from a human
actor using motion sensors or cameras.
Motion capture techniques are faster, but sometimes lack in
precision, since some postures which are significant for the
animation may not be acquired due to the sampling. On the
contrary, both kinematics classes of techniques guarantee precision,
since the animator inputs the data for all the important postures, but
the determination of the values is a time-consuming task.
Considering the treatment of temporal constraints, animation
techniques can be divided in:
• per-key techniques, if the rotation values and the time at which
each posture must be taken are determined only for particular
important postures;

Figure 3: Jointplacer interface.

out a precise point position in a 3D space, trying to guess whether
it will lead to realistic animations or not, is usually very difficult,
even for expert animators. The user often learns that a placement is
not as good as she thought only when she uses the humanoid in an
animation, but correcting a joint position in the animation phase is
very time-consuming: for example, using VizX3D, the animator
learns about the wrong placement when she is in the preview
window or when she is defining the animation postures; in each
case she has to stop and go back to the main modeling interface;
there she can correct the joint position and then she can return to
the interface for modeling the animation or start the preview again.
Since the user may not find the correct placement at the first try, she
may have to switch between the interfaces more than once.
For these reasons, we provided our tool with an instant testing
feature: whenever she wants, the user can start one of three
predefined animations, consisting in the continuous rotation of
the selected joint children around one of the three axis. These
animations can be played also during joint placement: as the user
presses the “Update” button, the joint center is updated with the
current position of the sphere in the 3D scene, then the animation
continues with the new center. This feedback is very important
because it lets the user find the right placement by trying some
positions and immediately evaluating the resulting animation.
After the joint placement, the user can store the humanoid in
the local or community database to reuse it in her animations.
Moreover, according to the rights she grants, other animators may
use the humanoid in their applications.

3.2

Modeling simple animations

Animation techniques proposed in the literature to determine the
postures can be divided in at least three categories:
• direct kinematics techniques ask the user to input the rotation
values that have to be applied to the humanoid joints for each
of the key-postures (i.e. the main postures the humanoid has
to take during the animation);
• inverse kinematics techniques simplify the animation task
requiring only the position of the end effectors (e.g. hands or

• per-frame techniques, if the rotations are determined at
constant intervals of time;
• spacetime techniques, if the timing information is calculated
through a mathematical function that takes into account all
postures simultaneously (see also [Gleicher 2001]).
Keyframer, H-Animator function for visual modeling simple
animations, uses direct kinematics with a per-key approach, so
the user has to choose the rotation values for each key-posture
of the animation and the time at which each posture is taken.
Since this may be a difficult task, our solution provides a set of
specific interfaces to make animation modeling easier and quicker.
Keyframe animation modeling can be divided into two sub-tasks
[Terra and Metoyer 2004]: the specification of keyframe values
(i.e. the rotations of the joints) and the keyframe timing (i.e. the
specification of the time at which each posture is taken); Terra
and Metoyer [2004] proved, studying novice users, that keyframe
timing is more difficult than the specification of keyframe values
and that a clear separation of these two sub-tasks leads to an
easier modeling process. Therefore our tool presents two different
interfaces for these sub-tasks.
To be intuitive for the user, we have based modeling on a
photographer’s metaphor: in the posing interface of Keyframer
(Figure 4) the user poses the humanoid and then “takes pictures” of
it. A data structure containing the rotation values is automatically
associated to each picture, so, whenever the user clicks on a
previous picture, the corresponding rotations can be loaded and
applied to the humanoid joints in the X3D player embedded in the
window.
In X3D and H-Anim, the rotation values have to be specified in
the axis-angle notation using radians. This notation is usually
unfamiliar to people without specific mathematics background, so
we chose to let the user input the angle values in the more common
Eulerian notation using degrees. The tool performs the trivial
conversion between degrees and radians, but also the conversion
between the axis-angle and the Eulerian notation, using quaternions
and transformation matrixes. Even using degrees and the Eulerian
notation, specifying the rotation values is not an intuitive task, so
we let the user play with the values using the three sliders, labeled
“Pitch”, “Yaw” and “Roll”, placed on the right side of the interface.
As the user interacts with these sliders, the new rotation values
are constantly applied to the chosen joint of the humanoid in the
embedded X3D player on the left, giving a live feedback about the
posture it will take. So the user can “pose” the humanoid and then,
when the desired posture is obtained, she can “take a picture”.

Figure 4: Keyframer posing interface.

After collecting the desired pictures, the user can switch to the
timing interface (Figure 5). This time, the user has to choose a
sequence of pictures she took and place them on a timeline.
This operation is extremely easy: she first clicks on a picture and
the corresponding posture is immediately taken by the humanoid
in the embedded X3D player; then she clicks the instant on the
timeline where that posture has to be taken. This is also similar
to the ordering process a 2D cartoon animator has to go through,
facilitating the migration to 3D for this kind of users.
After timing the simple animation, the user can store it, so that it
can be reused in complex animations.
To test ease of use of Keyframer, we carried out a preliminary
informal evaluation with a few novice users. We gave them five
photographs of an actor assuming different postures and we asked
them to model the postures using the Keyframer posing interface.
The mean time to model a posture was 3 minutes and 33 seconds.

Figure 5: Keyframer timing interface.

After they modeled all the five postures we introduced them to the
Keyframer timing interface and we asked them to use the pictures of
the humanoid postures to make a simple animation. The mean time
to make the animation was 1 minute and 5 seconds. These results
are encouraging, since the users had no previous experience in
humanoid animation and it was the first time they used Keyframer.

3.3

Building complex animations

All the H-Anim humanoids created with Jointplacer and the
animations modeled with Keyframer are automatically stored in the
H-Animator database. Composer reuses this 3D content to quickly
build complex animations. Figure 6 shows Composer interface: on
the upper-left corner there is a combo-box to select the animation
category (e.g. teacher’s gestures, fitness exercises, American sign
language); this is used to filter the list of available animations right
below. When an animation is selected, an ad hoc user control,
called animation control, is updated. This control changes its
length according to the duration of the animation. Besides, the
two pictures displayed on the animation control show the first
and the last frame of the animation selected. After clicking the
animation control, the user can place an image representing the
simple animation in the timelines at the bottom, so she can easily
compose a complex animation sequence with the simple animations
she desires. At any moment, the user can see a preview of the
animation in the X3D player placed at the center of the interface.
When the user needs a preview or wants to save the final animation,
the chosen simple animations are retrieved from the database and
the transitions between them are automatically generated by the
tool. Transition generation is a problem for which the literature
presents several solutions: a simple solution is to start and end each
simple animation in the same neutral posture, so that no transition
is needed. Anyway this solution may be good only if the humanoid
can wait for some time in a given neutral posture, between each
pair of subsequent simple animations. Otherwise, forcing a neutral
posture may lead to unrealistic animations: for example, in a sign

Figure 6: Composer interface.

language application there are no pauses between signs in the same
sentence, so this solution must be avoided (see also [Zhao et al.
2000]). Interesting solutions, such as using finite state automata
[van Zijl and Raitt 2004] or Parallel Transition Networks [Badler
et al. 1999], were proposed for sign language applications or in the
implementation of scripting languages, but we decided to choose
a simpler semi-automatic linear interpolation technique: Composer
retrieves the simple animations from the database and then builds
a linear transition between the last posture of an animation and
the first posture of the next one. The resulting transition is good
when the postures can be linearly interpolated without collisions
and compenetrations, otherwise it may be unrealistic: for example,
if we consider an animation which ends with the hands behind
the body and we want to concatenate it with an animation where
the hands start in front of the body, the resulting linear transition
passes through the body. When such unrealistic transitions occur,
the user can choose an intermediate posture that has to be placed
between the subsequent simple animations. Finding and correcting
bad transitions is easy, since the user can test the animation in the
embedded X3D player and she can also check the initial and final
postures looking at the pictures on the animation controls.

3.4

Sharing the 3D content

Software on the web may be published under different licenses
(demo, freeware, shareware, open-source), but such licenses cannot
be applied to 3D material, since they are specifically written for
software: for example, terms like “code” are not appropriate to
describe animations and humanoids, because an animator may even
not know that there is a code under the 3D content. To overcome
this limitation, Creative Commons [2005] has recently adapted

open-source licenses to artistic material, proposing a family of
licenses, which differ for the rights the author grants.
We included the Creative Commons license system into the
H-Animator tool. In H-Animator, after modeling a humanoid or
a simple animation, the user has to set three attributes, which are
used to generate the Creative Commons license corresponding to
the rights the user grants. The attributes describe if it is required
to cite the author, if the reuse is restricted to non commercial
applications only and if the alteration of the content is denied.
When a user wants to reuse a humanoid or a simple animation
in a complex animation, similar attributes ask her if she agrees to
cite the original author, to use the content only for non commercial
applications, to preserve the original content. If she disagrees with
some requirements, the list of reusable 3D content in appropriately
filtered.

3.5

Implementation issues

H-Animator is written in C# using .Net Framework 2. To show
animations and previews of X3D content, we use BS Contact
ActiveX [Bitmanagement Software GmbH 2005] as an X3D
embedded player. BS Contact was chosen because it supports all
the X3D nodes we need to use and offers an interface which follows
the SAI (Scene Access Interface) specifications of X3D, adding
features such as a bitmap rendering function, which was used for
making the pictures of the humanoid postures in Keyframer.
Using BS Contact, the interactions between the tool and the X3D
scene can be implemented in three different ways: nodes and
routings can be added directly to an existing scene, VRML code
can be written and inserted in the 3D scene (addition of X3D code
was not supported by BS Contact when we began to implement

our application), the loaded X3D world can be replaced by reading
a new X3D file. The three methods present advantages and
disadvantages: the direct way is the faster one if the developer
needs to add only a few nodes or if she wants to change only some
field values, since it does not require to read files or write strings
of code; anyway, when a complex structure of nodes and routings
has to be added, inserting external VRML code is faster than going
through a long sequence of direct calls. Finally, the replacement of
the 3D world should be used only when the existing scene has to
be removed or when immediate response is not needed, since the
replacement method requires longer loading times.
For example, the red sphere used in Jointplacer is inserted in
a Transform node which also contains the PlaneSensor and the
routings to move it, so we wrote a short VRML file containing
these nodes that is added to the scene when the user selects a new
joint or updates the joint center value. Otherwise, the calculation of
the new joint position is performed by the C# application, reading
the position field of the Transform node that contains the sphere
directly through the SAI.
In Keyframer, all the X3D code for the previews is generated by
the tool using the common TimeSensor and OrientationInterpolator
nodes and it is then loaded inside the X3D player, since real-time
response is not needed for this task. However, to give instant
feedback when the user moves the sliders, we change the rotation
field of the joint involved directly through the SAI.
In Composer, the most interesting programming issues are related
to the transition animations: the tool reads from the database the
final and initial orientations for the previous and the next animation
respectively and then an OrientationInterpolator node is created
for each joint whose values differ between an animation and the
other. The concatenation is then achieved using BooleanFilter and
TimeTrigger nodes, which activates an animation as soon as the
previous one stops. The concatenation process takes about one
second on recent PCs (depending on the number of animations to
concatenate and the joints involved), so we load the new X3D scene
replacing the older one, since we do not need immediate response.

4

Sign language application

An interesting application domain for H-Anim humanoids is given
by sign languages, i.e. the visual communication languages used
by deaf people. For example, [Sagawa and Takeuchi 2002]
and [Karpouzis et al. 2006] describe architectures and tools that
use H-Anim humanoids to teach sign languages, while [Zhao
et al. 2000] presents an automatic machine translation system
from written English to American Sign Language. As described
in Section 2, [Yi et al. 2005] proposed a tool to create and
reuse animations for sign languages, using a specifically designed
database.
The deaf communities of different geographical areas use sign
languages which differ in grammar and vocabulary. Each of these
languages uses thousands of signs, so a single team of animators
cannot produce all the animations even with a fast and easy-to-use
tool. Therefore, the sharing capability becomes crucial: using
Keyframer, deaf communities could populate their own vocabulary
and easily share work among members. Besides, we provided our
tool with a sign language version of the Composer function (Figure
7), which allows the user to compose animations of sign language
sentences. The user can simply write sentences following the
grammar of her sign language, using the animations of the words
produced by her deaf community; then she can view the sentence
gestures in the X3D player. She can change or correct the sentence
and then she can save a X3D file, ready to be sent or published.
Communicating with sentences in their own sign language is very

important for deaf people, since writing in a language spoken by
hearing people is like using a foreign language for them.

Figure 7: Sign language version of Composer interface.
The fast retrieval of the animations (about one second per sign
language sentence, varying with the complexity of the sentence
and the number of joints involved), combined with the automatic
composition system and the sharing architecture, will allow
to create new or simplify existing sign language applications.
Examples are sign language chats, dictionaries, translation systems,
humanoid signing of TV programs and teaching tools.
Moreover, sign language animations which follow the X3D
H-Anim specifications can be displayed on PocketPC mobile
devices using MobiX3D Player [Nadalutti et al. 2006], a mobile
player that can display X3D scenes containing H-Anim humanoids.
Using H-Animator together with MobiX3D Player will allow for
innovative mobile sign language applications.

5

Conclusions and future work

In this paper, we proposed a visual modeling tool, called
H-Animator. This tool aims to help both expert and novice
animators in the modeling of H-Anim humanoid animations for
X3D. We have based simple animation modeling on a familiar
metaphor and we provide animation previews and immediate
feedback about postures, while the possibility to reuse and share
the 3D content is a result of the architecture based on a database.
This last feature allows one to build humanoid and animation
archives, simplifying the production and sharing of 3D content and
applications, since an animator can search if the 3D material she
needs is already on the database, instead of remodeling it. This is
particularly important if huge databases are needed, as in the sign
language application introduced in Section 4.
Obviously, H-Animator is not an alternative to commercial
tools and plug-ins that allow for greater flexibility. Anyway,

these tools are not freely available and thought for
expert animators, while H-Animator is publicly available
(http://hcilab.uniud.it/h-animator/) and the results of the
preliminary evaluation are encouraging with respect to its
usability for novice animators.
We are currently working on a new release of H-Animator which
will integrate new features. In particular, to simplify the posing
task we are working to introduce inverse kinematics combined
with a visual end effector manipulation system. Another important
feature will be a retargeting interface to adapt the animations for
anthropometrically different humanoids.
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